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Abstract. We review several aspects of building real-time streaming data Grid 
applications.  Building on general purpose messaging system software (Na-
radaBrokering) and generalized collaboration services (GlobalMMCS), we are 
developing a diverse set of interoperable capabilities.  These include dynamic 
information systems for managing short-lived collaborative service collections 
(“gaggles”), stream filters to support the integration of Geographical Informa-
tion Systems services with data analysis applications, streaming video to sup-
port collaborative geospatial maps with time-dependent data, and video stream 
playback and annotation services to enable scientific collaboration. 

1   Introduction 

This paper describes research work of the Community Grids Laboratory on Grids 
built around streaming data sources. This work builds upon general purpose messag-
ing middleware (NaradaBrokering [1, 2, 3]) and incorporates a diverse set of services 
that include audio/video conferencing (GlobalMMCS [4]) and Geographical Informa-
tion System services [5].  The architecture and core services are summarized in a 
recent companion publication [6].  Here, we examine more closely applications and 
additional functionality that are being integrated into the overall system.   

A critical idea in our approach is to view both services and messages (and streams 
as ordered set of messages) as “first class” entities. The law of the millisecond [7] 
suggests one should use this type of message oriented middleware (software overlay 
network) when one can afford latencies of a millisecond or more. This is characteris-
tic of all systems with significant geographic distribution and non-specialized inter-
connect.  As discussed in [6-8], NaradaBrokering is capable of supporting millisec-
ond messaging in a diverse range of applications, ranging from binary data streams to 
XML-based Web Service messages. 

For scientific applications, the data deluge [8] suggests the growing importance of 
real time data assimilation with the integration of sensors, databases and simulation 
codes.  Similarly, the geographically distributed nature of much current research 
requires collaboration tools.  Our research thus focuses on the reuse of concepts and 
software as well as integration of data-driven and collaboration-driven real-time prob-
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lems.  As discussed in [6], systematic use of Grid and web services gives us interop-
erability and access to commodity (industry) capabilities. In our system, we general-
ize the well-known “system of systems” concept to a “Grid of Grids” [9] and show 
how one can build Grid applications by using appropriate services drawn from Grid 
service families.   

In this paper, we concentrate on Grid service families that are applicable to real-
time data Grid applications.   These include general purpose metadata and discovery 
services, Geographical Information System services suitable for streaming data and 
information, and services to support playback and shared annotation of video streams.  
These diverse services may be integrated into Grid of Grids applications through the 
use of management, orchestration, and workflow services, such as described in [10].  

We have identified the importance of supporting both the worldwide Grid and 
smaller sessions or “gaggles of grid services” that support local dynamic action. We 
discuss in Sec. 2 the meta-data services optimized for these different requirements. 
This work also shows the need for three distinct types of XML data/metadata ser-
vices. UDDI exemplifies a scalable repository; WS-Context a general dynamic store 
and Web Feature Service, a domain specific repository. Our implementations of these 
do not use XML databases but for efficiency convert the XML to SQL and store in a 
conventional MySQL database. This illustrates the important difference between 
semantics and representation. We preserve the XML Infoset (semantic meaning) but 
for efficiency do not use a conventional XML representation.  

This paper surveys several aspects of real time streaming data grids.  We first dis-
cuss the metadata management requirements of these systems (Sec. 2).  Collaborative 
streaming systems involve both large, mostly static information systems as well as 
much smaller, highly dynamic information systems.  We refer to these latter collec-
tions as “gaggles.”  We next review the integration of streaming data and Geographi-
cal Information systems.  This may involve both streaming data (suitable for data 
mining and other applications), described in Sec3, as well as streaming map imagery 
(suitable for user interfaces), described in Sec 4.  Map servers with streaming video 
capabilities can also be integrated with GlobalMMCS’s general purpose collaborative 
infrastructure.  We may thus inherit many additional features such as replay and col-
laborative annotation and whiteboard systems, as described in Sec. 5.  We summarize 
this paper and future research activities in Sec. 6.  

2   Gaggle-Like Metadata Support in GIS and Sensor Grid 

Geographical Information Systems and Sensor Grids present an environment 
where many geo-resources and geo-processing applications are packaged as services 
and put together for a particular functionality such as forecasting earthquakes [10]. 
Here, Grid Information Services [11] maintains metadata about these geo-services 
and provides standardized methods for publishing and discovery.  An Information 
Service can be thought of as a solution to general problem of managing information 
about Grid/Web Services, yet it should also support domain-specific information 
requirements such as geospatial domain information requirements. 
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GIS/Sensor Grid information may be classified as either a) session metadata or b) 
static, interaction-independent metadata [12]. Session metadata is the dynamically 
generated information as result of interactions of Grid/Web Services. Static and inter-
action-independent metadata is the information describing Grid/Web Service charac-
teristics. Information Services should support handling and discovery of both session-
based and static metadata associated to services.  

The GIS/Sensor Grids may be thought of as an actively interacting (collaborating) 
set of managed services where services are put together for particular functionality 
[12]. Here each collection of services maintains most dynamic information which is 
the session related metadata. Handling and discovery of such dynamic information 
requires high performance, fault tolerant and distributed systems.  

We use and extend UDDI [13] and WS-Context [14] specifications to build Infor-
mation Services supporting extensive metadata requirements of GIS Grids [15], [16]. 
We also design distributed metadata management architecture to support dynamically 
assembled GIS/Sensor Grid applications where metadata is widely-scattered and 
dynamically generated [17]. Our Information Services implementation has been fo-
cused in two main branches. First, we designed and implemented an advanced UDDI 
Information Model to support metadata-oriented service registries. Here, we base this 
on an implementation of Web Service interfaces for publishing and discovering meta-
data associated to Grid/Web services. We extend basic UDDI functionality by im-
plementing advanced functionalities in order to process service metadata and keep the 
Registry entries up-to-date. Some examples of these functionalities are a) monitoring 
capabilities such as leasing, b) Geographical Information System-specific taxonomies 
to support geo-spatial services, and c) XPATH query capabilities to support domain-
specific Information Services.  

For dynamic session data, we have designed and implemented a Context Service 
that deals with handling and discovery of dynamic, session-related metadata. Here, 
session related metadata is short-lived and dependent on the client.  We base this on 
the WS-Context specification from the standards organization OASIS. We extended 
WS-Context Specifications to provide advanced capabilities to manage session meta-
data between multiple participants in Web Service interactions. To decentralize the 
Context Service, we currently implement a distributed and dynamic metadata man-
agement architecture which is described in [16] in greater detail.  

3 High Performance Web Service Grid Architecture to Support 
Real-Time Sensor Streams 

Recent technological developments have allowed sensors to be deployed in a vari-
ety of application domains. Environmental monitoring, air pollution and water quality 
measurements, detection of the seismic events and understanding the motions of the 
Earth’s crust are only a few areas where extent of the deployment of sensor networks 
can easily be seen. Extensive use of sensing devices and deployment networks of 
sensors that can communicate with each other to achieve a larger sensing task will 
fundamentally change information gathering and processing [17]. However, the rapid 
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proliferation of sensors presents unique challenges different than the traditional com-
puter network problems. 

Several studies have discussed the technological aspects of the challenges with the 
sensor devices, such as power consumption, wireless communication problems, 
autonomous operation, adaptability to the environmental conditions, etc [18] [19]. 
Here we describe architecture to support real-time information gathering and process-
ing from Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors by leveraging principles of service 
oriented architectures and open GIS standards.  

3.1 GPS Networks 

The Global Positioning System has been used in geodesy to identify long-term tec-
tonic deformation and static displacements while Continuous GPS has proven very 
effective for measurement of the interseismic, coseismic and postseismic deformation 
[20]. Today networks of individual GPS Stations (monuments) are deployed along 
the active fault lines, and data from these are continuously being collected by several 
organizations. One of the first organizations to use GPS in detection of the seismic 
events and for scientific simulations is Southern California Integrated GPS Network 
(SCIGN) [21]. One of the collaborators in SCIGN is Scripps Orbit and Permanent 
Array Center (SOPAC) [22] which maintains several GPS networks and archives 
high-precision GPS data, particularly for the study of earthquake hazards, tectonic 
plate motion, crustal deformation, and meteorology. Real time sub-networks main-
tained by SOPAC include Orange County, Riverside County (Metropolitan Water 
District), San Diego County, and Parkfield. These networks provide real-time posi-
tion data (less than 1 sec latency) and operate at high rate (1 – 2 Hz).  

3.2 Real-Time Streaming Access to GPS Position Messages 

As shown in Fig. 1, raw data from the SOPAC GPS stations are continuously col-
lected by a Common Link proxy (RTD server) and archived in RINEX files. The 
RTD server outputs the position of the stations in real-time in a binary format called 
RYO. To receive the position messages, clients are expected to open a socket connec-
tion to the RTD server. An obvious downside of this approach is the extensive load 
this might introduce to the server when multiple clients are connected.  These data 
streams are collections from entire networks rather than individual stations, and for 
many applications will require per station separation and reformatting.  As described 
below, we are developing general purpose solution to these filtering problems. 

To make the position information available to the clients in a real-time streaming 
fashion we are using the NaradaBrokering messaging system. Additionally we devel-
oped filters to serve position messages in ASCII and Geography Markup Language 
[23] formats.   
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3.3 Chains of Filters 

Since the data provided by RTD server is in a binary format we developed several 
filters to decode and present it in different formats. Once we receive the original bi-
nary data we immediately publish this to a NaradaBrokering topic (null filter), an-
other filter that converts the binary message to ASCII subscribes to this topic and 
publishes the output message to another topic. We have developed a GML schema to 
describe the GPS position messages. Another filter application subscribes to ASCII 
message topic and publishes GML representation of the position messages to a differ-
ent topic. This approach allows us to keep the original data intact and different for-
mats of the messages accessible by multiple clients in a streaming fashion. 

Our GML Schema is based on RichObservation type which is an extended version 
of GML 3 Observation model [24]. This model supports Observation Array and Ob-
servation Collection types which are useful in describing SOPAC Position messages 
since they are collections of multiple individual station positions. We follow strong 
naming conventions for naming the elements to make the Schema more understand-
able to the clients.  

 

 
Fig. 1 – SOPAC GPS Services 

 
Currently the system is being tested for the following networks: San Diego Coun-

ties, Riverside/Imperial Counties and Orange County GPS networks. For more infor-
mation, see [5] 
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3.4 SensorGrid Research Work 

We are developing a Web Service-based Grid called SensorGrid for supporting ar-
chived and real-time access to sensor data. GPS services we mentioned above will be 
part of this system. SensorGrid will help us integrate sensor data with scientific appli-
cations such as simulation, visualization or data mining software by leveraging GIS 
standards and Web Services methodologies. The system will use NaradaBrokering as 
the messaging substrate and this will allow high performance data transfer between 
data sources and the client applications. The Standard GIS interfaces and encodings 
like GML will allow data products to be available to the larger GIS community. We 
will extend OGC’s [25] Sensor Collection Service to support streaming data. The 
Sensor Collection Service provides sensor metadata encoded in SensorML and the 
actual data products. We use a Web Service version of OGC WFS to distribute ar-
chived geospatial data. 

3.5 Negotiation Protocol for High Performance Data Transport  

Several studies [26, 27, 28, 29] have shown that transport of XML and SOAP mes-
sages encoded in conventional “angle-bracket” representation is too slow for applica-
tions that demand high performance.  At the same time several groups are developing 
ways of representing XML in binary formats for fast message exchange [28, 29].  

We are developing a Web Service negotiation language for higher performance 
Web Services, a protocol for Web Services to negotiate several aspects of the data 
transportation such as representation scheme (Fast XML, Binary XML) and transport 
protocol (TCP, UDP). Initial negotiation will be done using standard angle-bracketed 
messages to determine the supported representation and transport capabilities. We 
will employ handlers to take care of the conversion and transport issues, which will 
make the negotiation and transport process transparent to the services. Once the ser-
vices agree on the conditions of the data exchange, handlers will convert XML data 
into an appropriate binary format and stream it over a high performance transport 
protocol (such as UDP) using NaradaBrokering. 

4. Collaborative Web Map Services 

The Open Geospatial Consortium defines several related standards for the repre-
sentation, storage, and retrieval of geographic data and information.  The Web Map 
Service (WMS) [30] produce maps from the geographic data. Geographic data are 
kept in Web Coverage Server (WCS) or Web Feature Service (WFS). WCS stores 
raster data in image tiles and WFS stores feature vector data in GML formats. WMS 
produces maps from these raw geographic data upon requests from the WMS clients. 
These maps are the static representations of geospatial data. Representations are in 
pictorial formats such as PNG, SVG, JPEG, GIF, etc. [31]  
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4.1 Streaming Video and Map Servers 

Standard map servers produce static images, but many types of geographic data are 
time dependent. In order to understand geographic phenomena and characteristics of 
temporal data it is necessary to examine how these patterns change over time for 
these types of data.  We are therefore investigating the problems of creating stream-
ing video map servers based upon appropriate standard collaboration technologies 
[4]. 

In our approach, visualizing changes over time is achieved by integrating temporal 
information on a map. Usually the result is a series of static maps showing certain 
themes at different moments. In addition to creating static maps, WMS also has the 
ability to combine the static maps correspond to a specific time interval data and 
combine them in an animated movie. Movies created by WMS are composed of a 
certain number of frames. Each frame represents a static map that corresponds to a 
time frame defined in request. 

WMS is not able to create movie for all of its supported layers listed in its capabili-
ties file. If WMS supports movie functionality for a layer it adds some attributes un-
der this layer. Before making the request, the client first makes a “get capabilities” 
request and after getting information about the WMS, it makes requests according to 
capabilities of the WMS.  If a client makes a request to get a movie for a specific 
layer, to succeed, this layer should have a time dimension defined under this layer 
element in the capabilities file. Clients should make the “get map” standard request to 
WMS to get the movie for a specific layer. WMS does not provide any other request 
types for the movie creation functionalities. Clients set the “format” variable to string 
“movie/<movietype>” and “time” variable to a value in an appropriate format to 
make a request to get movie from the WMS.  

We initially examined two approaches to creating movies: one is client oriented 
and the other is server oriented. For the sake of performance issues, we have chosen 
the second one for the collaborative map movies. Since our aim is to create collabora-
tive map movies, we do not need to get the movie back to the client. As soon as the 
movie frames are created at WMS side for each time slice for the same data layer, 
WMS publishes them as streams to specific Real Time Protocol (RTP) [32] sessions. 
RTP sessions are represented as <IP Address, Port Number> pairs. A video stream 
published to a RTP session can be visualized by any video client connecting to the 
same RTP session. RTP session can be configured at properties file. Map images are 
dynamically generated from raw geographic data and those images are transcoded 
into video streams. The supported video stream formats are H.261 and H.263, which 
are mostly used formats in AccessGrid sessions. Map video stream can be played in 
collaborative environments such as AccessGrid and GlobalMMCS sessions. 

If the client oriented approaches is used, the client waits the movie to return and 
once it returns client either starts to play the movie or archive or both. Archived mov-
ies can be replayed without making another request to WMS. As it is shown in this 
scenario there are some tradeoffs between these two approaches.  

To solve these tradeoffs we have developed a third approach. This is the best way 
for the performance issues that we will be using in the near future for the movie map-
ping. By this approach, creating and publishing movies to collaboration sessions will 
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be achieved at the client side. Client will not make request for the movie. In other 
words, client will never set “format” variable to movie/<movietype>. It will make 
threaded “get map” requests for the defined periodicity between starting date and 
ending date. All the returned static maps in images will be stored locally based on 
their time intervals and periodicities. When client needs to replay some or all parts of 
stored images then, he does not need to make a “get map” request for these layers.  If 
there is no match for some time intervals then clients make the “get map” requests 
just for these unmatched frames. 

The map video stream has several parameters that can be adjusted. These parame-
ters affect the quality of the produced map video stream. Among these configurable 
parameters are frame rate and video format of the stream, update rate of the map 
images in the video stream. In our experiments we updated map images for every 0.5 
seconds while we kept the video frame rate at 10 frames per second (fps). This pro-
vides a high quality of the video stream at the receiving side. This is necessary be-
cause some clients might not be capable of visualizing video streams with low frame 
rate or can visualize them with very low quality. 

Map video streams produced are published to RTP sessions, whether unicast or 
multicast session. AccessGrid clients use multicast sessions to send/receive video. 
Once a video is published to a multicast session, it can be received by any client lis-
tening that multicast session as long as the underlying network lets client receive 
multicast packets. GlobalMMCS can also provide this map video stream to its clients 
as unicast video stream, as discussed in Sec. 5. 

4.2 Map Service Research Issues 

We will continue to integrate the streaming map server with GlobalMMCS’s ar-
chiving capabilities and will examine higher performance encodings.  This will en-
able useful functionality, such as allowing users to select a movie from the archive. 
To make the WMS available for the collaborative conferences or online education, 
administrative users will be able to update map streams on the fly while they are 
playing. 

We will be creating movies at the client side even in case of collaborative movie 
creating environment. There will be significant performance gain when we use this 
approach. Clients can archive both previously created frames and movies. If a client 
needs the same type of frames for the same matching time intervals then it does not 
need to go back to WMS and spend time getting the movie frames. 

5. e-Annotation Collaborative Architecture 

In this section we describe video archiving and annotation services that we are 
adding to the GlobalMMCS collaboration system.  GlobalMMCS (Global Multimedia 
Collaboration System) is described in more detail in Ref. [4].  In brief summary, it is 
a scalable, robust, service-oriented collaboration system. GlobalMMCS integrates 
various services including videoconferencing, instant messaging and streaming, and 
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is interoperable with multiple videoconferencing technologies. This collaboration 
system is developed based on the eXtensible Generic Session Protocol (XGSP) col-
laboration framework and NaradaBrokering messaging middleware. Such a service-
oriented collaboration environment greatly improves the scalability of traditional 
videoconferencing system, benefits users with diverse multimedia terminals through 
different network connections, and simplifies the further extension and interoperabil-
ity. 

We use a component based design on top of NaradaBrokering shared event col-
laboration model to make e-Annotation system scalable and extensible for new func-
tional plug-ins. e-Annotation is designed to run in grid computing environment, 
which spans different organizations across different countries. The architecture is 
shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2 e-Annotation Architecture 

5. 1 Streaming Server 

The Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [33] is a protocol specified in the Inter-
net Engineering Task Force’s RFC 2326 for control over the delivery of live or stored 
data with real-time properties. RTSP is similar in syntax and operation to HTTP/1.1, 
which allows it to be extended by HTTP, but as opposed to HTTP, RTSP maintains 
state by default. States involved in RTSP are init, ready, playing/recording. Basic 
RTSP control functionalities are play, pause, seeking (absolute positioning to a spe-
cific point in the stream) etc.  

Our collaboration system provides a Web Services-based streaming server which 
provides RTSP semantics with control functionalities mentioned above. In addition, 
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the streaming service also provides seeking of live streams, which is not supported by 
the current RTSP implementations such as RealNetworks Helix Server [34] and 
QuickTime Streaming Server [35].  

The streaming service uses NaradaBrokering middleware to transport data across 
network. Streaming clients (e-Annotation client) receives and sends data through 
NaradaBrokering nodes. Data sent across the network is wrapped inside native Na-
radaBrokering events. Any type of data, audio, video, still images or text messages 
can be wrapped inside events and sent across the broker network. Based on the 
stream metadata information, client processes accordingly whether it is video, audio 
or any other data type. 

5.2 Streaming Client Support 

In order to support e-Annotation client with RTSP semantics, a client side service 
called RTSP Client Engine has been developed. RTSP Client Engine interacts with 
the streaming services to ensure the RTSP functionalities required by the e-
Annotation client for control over the delivery of the stream. The e-Annotation client 
can initiate as many RTSP sessions as possible using this service. In addition to re-
play of the stream, this also enables e-Annotation client to announce and record a new 
stream. 

Seeking in live streams can be done until the point where it is last recorded. In or-
der to enable the e-Annotation client to absolute position in the live stream, it requires 
timing information regarding the part of the live stream being recorded. The e-
Annotation client subscribes to this service to retrieve timestamp information of the 
last data stored. 

5. 3 e-Annotation Collaborative Tools 

The e-Annotation collaborative architecture is a peer-to-peer collaboration system 
based on NaradaBrokering. The e-Annotation users are identical peers in the system, 
they communicate with each other to collaboratively annotate a real time or archived 
video stream. Each peer shares the same collaborative applications which include e-
Annotation Player and e-Annotation Whiteboard. 

5. 4 e-Annotation Player 
As shown in Fig. 3, the e-Annotation player is composed of four components: 

1. Stream list panel 
2. Real time live video panel 
3. Streaming player panel 
4. Video annotation snapshot player panel.  

The stream list panel contains the real time live video stream list, archived video 
stream list and the composite annotation stream list. All of the stream lists informa-
tion is gotten from streaming server by subscribing the streaming control info topic 
from a broker. Real time video play panel plays the real time video that is selected by 
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user in the real time video list. It subscribes the real time video stream data topic to 
get real time video data published by GlobalMMCS [globalmmcs]. Streaming player 
panel plays the archived video stream. Streaming player supports pausing, forward-
ing, rewinding a video stream with dynamic length (live video) or fixed length (ar-
chived one). It can also take snapshots on a video stream whiling playing. When 
taking a snapshot, the timestamp is associated with that snapshot. These snapshots are 
loaded to whiteboard to be annotated collaboratively. When playing back the com-
posite annotation stream, the original video stream is played in the streaming player 
panel, at the same time, video annotation snapshot player play the annotation snap-
shots synchronized with the original video stream by the timestamps.  

The e-Annotation Player is collaborative: each participant will view the same con-
tent in his/her e-Annotation Player, the only difference is that only the participant 
with the ‘coach’ role can control the play of a video stream(to pause, rewind, take 
snapshot).  

5. 5 e-Annotation Whiteboard 
The whiteboard works collaboratively in peer to peer mode as the e-Annotation 

Player does, each peer has the same view of the current whiteboard content. One 
user’s draw on the whiteboard can be seen immediately in all other users’ whiteboard. 
Each action in one peer’s whiteboard will generate a NaradaBrokering event that will 
be broadcasted using whiteboard communication topic through NaradaBrokering to 
all other peers in this session, so all the peers get a consistent and synchronized view 
of the shared whiteboard. The user with the ‘leader’ role can control the save and 
erasure of whiteboard content, other ‘student’ users can only add comments (text, any 
shape, pictures etc) to the whiteboard, the whiteboard is where all the users do the 
annotation on a snapshot of a video stream taken from e-Annotation player, annotated 
snapshots will be saved as JPEG images with timestamps to generate a new compos-
ite annotation stream, this composite annotation stream is composed of the video 
stream plus the annotation snapshots, they are synchronized using the timestamps. 

The e-Annotation Player and Whiteboard collaborative tools user interfaces are 
shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 e-Annotation Player and e-Annotation Whiteboard User Interface 

5. 7 e-Annotation Status and Future Work 

e-Annotation system supports synchronous collaborative video annotation. It 
supports annotation about a live real time stream from capturing devices or TVs. The 
annotation of video stream can be played back synchronously with the original stream 
by creating a new composite stream. The e-Annotation system provides a framework 
for integrating different multimedia collaborative tools for e-Coaching and e-
Education. 

The future work includes design and employs quality-of-service control mecha-
nism to improve the performance and develop a new metadata framework for collabo-
rative multimedia annotation system using XML as the metadata exchange and de-
scription 

6. Summary and Future Work 

We have reviewed in this paper several applications that build upon the Commu-
nity Grid Laboratory’s general Web Services messaging infrastructure (NaradaBro-
kering) and general collaboration services (GlobalMMCS).  Our generalized metadata 
and information management research concentrates on extending static metadata 
services (UDDI) to support richer descriptions and discovery capabilities.  We also 
distinguish between these session-independent services and session-dependent meta-
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data services needed to support dynamic groups of services and users.  We next re-
viewed our work on streaming data for Geographical Information Systems, which are 
described by the information services.  GIS applications include both streaming data 
(GPS data streams and filters) for data analysis codes as well as video streams for 
human users.  In the latter case, we build upon video streaming standards, which 
allow us to integrate collaborative mapping tools into more general audio/video sys-
tems.  This in turn enables us to combine streaming map tools with general purpose 
video stream playback and annotation tools.   

We have identified many areas of ongoing research at the end of each section.  Of 
particular general interest to us is the investigation of high performance Web Services 
that take advantage of efficient message representations and higher performance 
transport protocols.   This research will impact all of the services that we have de-
scribed. 
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